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ABSTRACT: This paper describes a successful experience in combining traditional and active methodologies in teaching biochemistry to medical students. In it were combined the traditional methodology, with lectures and resolution of questions, and active methodology, the fishbowl and application of clinical cases, in teaching the structure and function of proteins. This activity led students to search for answers to reply to the questions and support their arguments during the discussion with other colleagues, transforming them into active and participative subjects in the construction of their knowledge. At the end of the activity, it was observed the effectiveness of the combination of the active and traditional methodology as tools of more lasting knowledge and that meets the current demands of health professionals.
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RESUMO: Este artigo descreve uma experiência exitosa na combinação de metodologias tradicionais e ativas no ensino de Bioquímica a alunos do curso de medicina. Nela foram mescladas a metodologia tradicional, com aulas expositivas e resolução de questões, e metodologia ativa, o fish-bowl e aplicação de casos clínicos, no ensino da estrutura e função das proteínas. Tal atividade levou os alunos a buscarem as respostas para responder às questões e sustentar seus argumentos frente à discussão com outros colegas, transformando-os assim em sujeitos ativos e participativos na construção de seu conhecimento. Ao final da atividade, foi observada a eficácia da junção da metodologia ativa e tradicional como ferramentas de um conhecimento mais duradouro e que atenda às atuais demandas dos profissionais da saúde.
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INTRODUCTION

The teacher is often faced with the following questions: “What will I need this knowledge for?” “Where will I apply this knowledge?” Or even with statements such as: “this sort of knowledge has no relevant meaning”; “I do not need biochemistry to be a doctor”. Thus, the teaching of basic biochemistry for the medical course is a great challenge for teachers. In addition, the new National Curriculum Guidelines for Medical Education advocate the training of generalists, humanists, and critical and reflective professionals, capable of meeting the current needs of the population. Such questions raise the need for changes in the way in which knowledge is transmitted in medical education.

Thus, the structure of the undergraduate course in Medicine, in an attempt to meet the new National Curriculum Guidelines and make the student understand the importance of different types of knowledge, should use methodologies that privilege the active participation of the student in the construction of knowledge and the integration between the contents. In order to carry out these activities and improve teacher-student communication, the teacher must be aware of the possible challenges that the teaching of active methodologies may require.

In addition, you should know the facilitating resources they have available, an example is MOODLE (Modular Object-Oriented Distance Learning). It is a teaching and learning management platform used in several educational institutions. It uses communication technologies, providing virtual learning environments, being an alternative to expand and complement the conventional classroom. This occurs through interaction between teacher and student through chats, forums, delivery, and correction of work. In addition, it allows the educator to make available their classes, references of the content seen in the classroom, exercises, opinion polls, among others.

In the teaching of Biochemistry, one of the greatest challenges for students is the association of contents with what is done in professional practice, which leads to a decrease in interest in understanding complex molecular processes. Thus, professors should seek to integrate biochemistry contents with practical activities that sharpen students’ perception of the importance of this subject in their future profession, something that can be achieved through active methodologies. For this, different teaching-learning resources can be used, such as the use of clinical cases and fishbowl.

The use of clinical cases is an important teaching-learning tool for the undergraduate course in Medicine. The development of clinical reasoning is one of the most essential skills within the medical field and must be acquired and developed by students throughout their graduation and in the practice of their profession. According to Peixoto et al. “for the development of clinical reasoning, in addition to biomedical knowledge, it is necessary for the student to be exposed to clinical problems repeatedly, in order to allow the construction of mental schemas of diseases.” To achieve this goal, the use of clinical cases is extremely interesting.

Another dynamic teaching methodology is the Fishbowl, which was created at Stanford University and inspired by medical schools. It is an interactive experience, which enables the development of communication skills, exchange of experiences between participants, and the transfer of knowledge. This learning method can be either open or closed. In the open one, a group of people sits in a circle that has an additional empty chair to debate different issues and is surrounded by a larger group in an outer circle. The empty chair can be occupied by a member of the outer circle who wants to participate in the discussion at any time. After the additional participant makes their statement, someone should leave the chair to allow another outside member to continue the discussion. In a closed fishbowl, the class is divided into two groups (or more, as needed) and assigns the discussion role to one group and the observer role to the other.

However, for the formation of this clinical reasoning, it is necessary, first, the consolidation and fixation of biomedical knowledge, which can be achieved by traditional teaching. Traditional education has as its main function the transmission of knowledge, being common for its realization the use of lectures and the application of exercises. This method is based on passive learning by the student, on a hierarchical relationship between teacher and student, the former being the holder of knowledge, and on repetition and memorization of concepts and formulas. The main positive point of this methodology is the simplification of the process of learning new/unknown content by the student, as this is presented in an easy way to the student, with both the explanation and the development of reasoning for the teacher, and for the student, only its assimilation. In addition, in traditional education, there are more structured classes and the teacher can direct the class and the students’ further study towards the most relevant aspects of the subject.

The aim of this study was to describe the performance of an activity in the teaching of basic biochemistry which mixed traditional and active teaching methods, proving the effectiveness of joining these methodologies as tools for a more lasting knowledge that meets the current demands of health professionals.

METHODOLOGY

The content to be worked on was the structure and function of proteins, a mandatory content in basic
biochemistry classes. The first phase class of the medicine course had 40 students. We can divide the methodology used into three different moments:

1. First, an expository-dialogued class was developed, focusing on the three-dimensional structure of proteins. This class lasted two hours and covered everything from the characteristics of the side chains of all amino acids to how the quaternary structure of a protein is formed. At this time, students appropriated their knowledge at the molecular and chemical level of protein formation.

2. As an activity to be performed outside the classroom, a clinical case about sickle cell anemia was inserted in Moodle. The case already had a diagnosis and contained 6 questions that dealt with everything from hemoglobin function to biochemical mechanisms of sickle cell anemia. Students should individually answer all the questions and take the answers noted on a notebook sheet to the next in-person class. The estimated time to resolve issues is 2 to 4 hours.

### CLINICAL CASE

A 15-year-old African-American girl goes to the emergency room complaining of bilateral pain in her thigh and hip. The pain has been present for a day and it’s increasingly intense in terms of severity. Acetaminophen and ibuprofen did not alleviate its symptoms. She denies any recent trauma or excessive exercise and reports that she has been feeling tired and burning while urinating, along with increased urinary frequency. The patient reports having had similar pain episodes in the past, sometimes requiring hospitalization. On physical examination, she is afebrile (no fever) and not in acute distress. No one in your family had similar episodes. Her connective and mucous membranes are somewhat pale in color. bilateral nonspecific lesion on the anterior part of the thigh with no apparent anomaly. The remainder of her exam is normal. Her white blood cell count is high, at 17,000/mm, and your hemoglobin level is down to 7.1 g/dL. Urine analysis showed an abnormal number of several bacteria.

1) What is the most likely diagnosis?
   ANSWER: Sickle Cell Anemia
2) What is the biochemical mechanism of the disease?
3) Describe the difference between healthy and sickle hemoglobin synthesis.
4) How is the transport of gases in healthy and sickle hemoglobin?
5) Is hemoglobin a globular fibrous protein? Why?
6) Does hemoglobin have a tertiary or quaternary structure? Explain.
7) What is the pathophysiological mechanism of symptoms?

### Topics for Study:
- Amino Acids and Protein Formation
- Protein Structure and Function
- Hemoglobin Function

3. In the second class, lasting 4 hours, the students were first instructed to analyze again the clinical case and the answers to the questions, individually. The time given for this activity was 20 minutes. Afterward, the “open fishbowl” started. The students were then gathered in trios and had to compare their answers and reach a final conclusion about each question in the clinical case. The time given for this moment was 30 minutes. Then, two trios were brought together, forming groups of 6 or 7 people. As a group, the students should again compare the answers, discuss them and reach a conclusion. The consultation in textbooks, articles, and websites was allowed and encouraged from the beginning of the activity. The group’s final responses should be transcribed on a notebook sheet. The groups had 30 minutes for this activity. It was observed that both in trios and in groups, there was a lot of discussion among students. Even the timidest ones defended and argued in favor of their answer when eventually confronted by the other students. There was a lot of consultation in textbooks and articles, especially at times of disagreement. There was also a good argumentative and explanatory ability on the part of most students.

The final part of the open fishbowl consisted of each group choosing a representative who would expose what was discussed by the group in the center of a large circle. Thus, a large circle was organized with the students’ desks almost touching the four walls of the classroom, and a mini circle composed of 7 desks in the center of the larger circle. In this mini circle were the 6 representatives of the groups and an empty desk, characterizing the open fishbowl. The students in the small circle were to discuss the issues again, this time aloud, for others to hear. Students placed
in the large circle should only observe the discussion of colleagues, not being able to express an opinion. If anyone in the large circle wanted to express an opinion on what was being discussed, they should sit in the seventh seat. If that happened, one of the other students could leave the small circle, always keeping an empty desk to allow another student to take a seat.

It was observed that the students who were in the minicircle were quite ashamed of having to expose and discuss their answers out loud. However, it was a very important moment to develop this kind of skill. Small disagreements occurred during the exposures of the answers, but they were quickly resolved among the minicircle participants. Only two students who were in the large circle sat in the empty chair in the minicircle, however, many later reported that they felt a great desire to go to the center but were impeded by shyness. It is important to make it clear that going to the empty chair is optional and that only the most proactive and uninhibited students are expected to do so. There is not enough time or space for the whole class to occupy/want to occupy the empty chairs.

It is noteworthy that the teacher’s role during the fishbowl is only to mediate the activity, indicating the organization of groups and the time for each phase of the class. Small conflicts between students in moments of disagreement about the content should not be resolved by the teacher; it should encourage students themselves to seek arguments in the literature to resolve differences, and may only indicate reference material.

The closing of the activity was carried out in an expository way by the teacher with the aid of projected images in order to summarize and illustrate everything that had been discussed by the students. Finally, a conversation wheel was held to assess the effectiveness of the activity (clinical case + fishbowl) and 96% of the class evaluated it very positively regarding the development of communicational, argumentative, respect for the colleague, organization of groups and the time for each phase of the class. Only two students who were in the large circle wanted to express an opinion on what was being discussed by the students. In this method, the teacher is the center of the teaching-learning process, being responsible for passing on knowledge. The advantages of the traditional methodology, with lectures and exercises, are greater control of the content of classes and their development, creation of habits, simplification of the subject, and the guidance that the teacher can give students according to the relevance of the subjects. For the greatest effectiveness of this teaching model, it is essential that the educator is able to motivate students when teaching the content, since the way in which knowledge is transmitted influences the interest of students.

The proposition of a clinical case on sickle cell anemia inserted in MOODLE can be considered both a traditional and an active form of methodology. It aims to identify whether students can solve the questions about the content that has been discussed by the students and the knowledge acquired in class and in different databases. By allowing the exercise to be carried out outside the classroom environment, allowing the consultation in textbooks, articles, and websites, this activity enabled the development of search, selection, and evaluation skills of the information contained in the databases. Another issue to be mentioned in relation to the application of a clinical case is to show the importance and applicability of biochemical knowledge in medical practice.

Although the traditional methodology has advantages, often through expository-dialogued classes, learning remains at the first few levels, that is, knowing and understanding knowledge, leading the student to an extremely passive learning process. In addition, this model does not address all the competencies and skills that are expected to be developed by the student throughout their graduation.

However, for Lopes (p.30):

The teaching strategy “dialogued expository class” can be described as an exposition of concepts, with the active participation of students, where prior knowledge is extremely important, and this should be considered the starting point. The teacher leads students to question, discuss, interpret the object of the study presented by him, recognizing and contextualizing this object with the situations of realities that can be raised by the students.

Thus, the dialogue would work as a way to overcome passivity, aiming at the interaction between students and sharing reasoning with the teacher. However, this method would only work as a starting point, in order to instigate students to delve into the subject.

Aiming to develop other skills not covered by this method, the fishbowl was performed. In it, students were able to develop skills: research and proactivity, with database investigation to support their answers;
communication, with discussion, debates, and explanations about their answers and possible differences; teamwork, so that consensus could be reached within the group and accepting the arguments of colleagues; and decision-making, when choosing the best answer and who would explain it during the later phase of the activity.

The process of forming clinical reasoning involves some steps, such as the consolidation of biomedical knowledge, the fixation of such knowledge, and the formation of disease scripts. At each step, different methodologies can be used. In the consolidation of biomedical knowledge (basic cycle of the Medicine course), it is interesting that lectures are more applied since it is the student's first contact with medical knowledge and their previous knowledge in the area of health is almost nil. In the stage of fixing biomedical knowledge (clinical cycle of the Medicine course), active methodologies such as the use of clinical cases are important because they allow the student to use the knowledge acquired from the previous cycle and apply it in different contexts. In the stage of forming disease scripts, the internship (last cycle of graduation in Medicine) is essential, as repetition leads to the improvement of clinical reasoning, making it possible to build the mental schemes of pathologies.

It is important to emphasize that, in this type of active teaching, the student has the role of looking for the information necessary to solve what is proposed, and the teacher is only responsible for mediating and instructing them, that is, the use of active methodologies requires flexibility from the teacher and articulation capacity, as they are tools to reach the active, critical subject, capable of transforming and transforming his/her context. Thus, the teaching techniques used must allow for the representation of the set of issues, encouraging communication, teamwork, the contracts that are made, as well as the forms of coexistence, allowing for expression and taking into account the time of each student's learning.

According to Rehfeld[10]:

It is essential, therefore, that the educator feels motivated to participate in this process and understands the constant professional improvement as a condition for the pedagogical practice to be in tune with social demands and to respond to today's challenges. It is understood that this means that university professors must develop skills and competence that go beyond those acquired in their bachelor's or master's education.

According to Oliveira et al.[11], just including a new method is not enough to provide improvements in student learning, and teachers must constantly assess the results obtained by the change.

With regard to the profile of students, they tended to be more active than passive, preferring to be submitted to mixed methodologies instead of exclusively expository classes. However, during the activity, only two academics from the large circle sat in the empty chair of the minicircle, showing the students' resistance to innovative tasks. According to the participants' reports, the main reason for so little interaction was shyness, but one should also think about a possible lack of interest, motivation, or commitment to their own learning. These factors can be modified over time and the difficulties minimized, and the teacher should seek to understand the class and seek appropriate methodologies to encourage students.

Communication is an important tool in medical education. According to Brasil[1], medical graduates must know how to communicate properly with patients, co-workers, and the patient's family members, as well as seek strategies aimed at therapeutic adherence and health promotion, prevention, and rehabilitation through communication skills. The active methodology uses constant interaction between peers and teachers to develop this skill. The reflection on the situation discussed leads the student to issue an opinion about the situation, argue for or against and to express themselves always respecting the different opinions that emerged in the group, which meets what is recommended by the National Curriculum Guidelines[2].

Along with the development of communication, there is a need to overcome shyness. According to Esteves[12], shyness is an important barrier to the exposition of ideas, as well as the defense of points of view, in addition to hampering proper reasoning due to the constant thought of embarrassment. In this way, active methodologies allow the student to impose himself more and more during the teaching-learning processes, leading to autonomy and critical capacity, fundamental characteristics that must be presented by the professional.

To overcome the barriers of shyness and motivate students to become active in their learning process, greater applicability of active teaching methodologies in the university context is needed. According to Oliveira[13], motivation makes learning more effective, as it makes it more playful and pleasurable, creating a more favorable environment for fixing content and building knowledge. Thus, it is recognized, as a possible weakness of the study, the applicability of the fishbowl in just a single episode with the reported class, and it should be applied more often so that, gradually, students feel more comfortable with it and, subsequently, participate in the great debate in a more solicitous and calm way than only when they have had contact with the methodology only once.

On the other hand, a strong point of the fishbowl methodology is to allow discussion among students about the problem being worked on. According to Borges et al.[14], dialogue, respect for different opinions, and reaching common conclusions are fundamental characteristics for professionalism in the labor market, configuring important gains related to active methodologies.
In the uniquely traditional methodology, there is an intellectual dependence of academics on the teacher, with the information being transmitted by the teacher, often only memorized by the student. Therefore, given the need to solve problems, the knowledge acquired by this method proves to be insufficient. Thus, the proposed activity, by mixing traditional and active methodology, enabled students to work through the difficulty of solving problems in an unprecedented situation, consolidating learning by applying knowledge with a more autonomous and more active posture.

CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS

The results obtained in this report demonstrate that the combination of active and traditional teaching methodologies proved to be positive for learning biochemistry in the medical course. This can be seen both by the expressive amount of correct answers in the assessment and by the approval of the students. This finding exposes the importance of implementing new learning methods by the teacher, enabling the active participation of the student in the learning process. According to Wall, it is important that teachers learn about different pedagogical activities, or seek to create new forms of teaching since there is no ideal way to address all the contents and that the potential of each methodology is in the way of using them. The combination of different methods arouses student interest, increases learning possibilities, and contributes to achieving the objectives of the teaching proposal.
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